Molecular evidence of barley yellow dwarf virus replication/movement suppressed by the resistance gene Bdv2.
A wheat-Thinopyrum intermedium translocation line YW642 possesses the resistance to GAV serotype of barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV), in which the resistance gene Bdv2 is derived from the chromosome 7X of Thinopyrum intermedium group 7. It is interesting to analyze BYDV accumulation content in the resistant and susceptible wheat plants for controlling BYDV disease and understanding the resistance mechanism against BYDV. In the paper, semi-quantitative reverse-transcription PCR (RT-PCR) was used to detect and quantify BYDV-GAV in the resistant and susceptible plants using specific primers for the coat protein (CP) and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) genes of BYDV-GAV serotype. On the inoculation site, the amount of the virus in the resistant wheat line (YW642) was much lower compared to the susceptible sib line (YW641). There was small amount of the virus could be detected in YW642 at 2-5 days post infestation (dpi), afterwards the amount of virus decreased and no virus could be detected at 14 and 16 dpi. In the uninoculated upper leaves, no BYDV was detected in YW642 from 1 to 14 dpi, while the virus could be detected at 3 dpi and then accumulated rapidly in YW641. These results showed at molecular level that the replication and/or movement of BYDV-GAV were strongly suppressed in YW642, presumably owing to the action of the BdV2 gene.